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1          Hope City

The STory
In the past, Citizens used their Talents to accomplish great things. They built their city upon the 
5 great pillars of society:  

JuSTice    ProSPeriTy    communiTy    ProgreSS    renewal

But the star was broken    when Citizens succumbed to chaos and corruption. The city fell to—

oPPreSSion      greed      crime      warfare      waSTe

obJecT of The game
The Citizens have 7 years (rounds) to construct 3 or more City Sites on the board. This can be 
achieved if the Citizens complete Objectives that uphold the 5 Great Pillars of society.  There are 2 
ways to construct City Sites:

1. Complete a Set of Objectives—Citizens move to and complete an Objective from each of the  
5 City spaces (pg.15).

2. Complete Certain Objectives—Some Objectives reward success with the ability to construct  
1 City Site (pg.15).

Is the City then beyond hope?
  

Or will the Citizens rise from the ashes like the Phoenix and hope again?

If Talent is not enough to 
resist the threats of chaos, 

will characters give into 
Temptation? Can they get 
away with taking corrupt 

but  more powerful actions?  

If the Citizens become  
corrupt, they Break Bad. The 
Mayor becomes the Mobster; 
the Doctor, the Drug Dealer.

Is it worth the risk?

But it won’t be easy.  
Punks threaten the city with 
Chaos and Corruption.

Punks

Now the Citizens must work together to rebuild Hope City.  

Corruption
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×10

comPonenTS
×10 ×10 ×10 ×10×10

×5

×5

×5 ×5×5 ×5 ×12×3 ×20

×10×10

×5

1. Each player chooses a Citizen Card.
2. Put 3 Resources of each color, 1 Hope token, and  

2 Corruption tokens in the Citizen Wage Bag.  (Use 3  
corruption for 5–6 players).

3. Place 1 Resource of each color in the Trade Center. (For 
5–6 players, place 2 of each color).

4. Each player card starts with 2 gray Talent tokens and  
1 random token from the bag (2 tokens for 3 player games)

5. Put a single Chaos Card face down on the “T” on the 
Future Track. (For 3-4 players use the “Ambush” card).

6. Place 1 yellow disc on Business Expansion Level 0 and  
1 yellow disc on year 1.

7. Place the Objective Cards on the side of the board
8. Place Major Objectives (those costing 5 resources) in a  

separate pile with first card face up.
9. Place 1 Punk on Politics and 1 Punk on Economics. (For 

5–6 players, also place 1 on Society).
10. Place 5 Hope Cards and 8 Chaos Cards on the board.
11. Put City Site/Urban Blight tiles, the Phoenix Monument 

Card w/ miniature, extra tokens and Punks to the side.

SeTuP

×6
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how To Play
1. Each player chooses a Citizen. (Note: The Mayor and Entrepreneur must be active in every game.) 

Citizens not chosen are still considered to be “in play” but are not active and can be recruited on a 
player’s turn (for their Talent only).

2. The Citizens move around the board trying to complete a set of objectives. Each Objective  
category offers unique rewards for success that help the Citizens resist Punks and overcome the 
threats of Chaos. 

3. A Citizen may take 2 actions on their turn: a Talent action and a Temptation action. 
Each Citizen has 2 Talent tokens per game. Temptation actions are more powerful 
but Citizens roll the Corruption die to determine how many Corruption tokens (0–2) 
they take each time they use a that action. (See page #7 for each player’s Talent 
action and Temptation action.)

4. If the Citizens gain too much corruption, they Break Bad. Bad Citizens still cooperate with the good 
Citizens, but they also make Objectives harder to achieve.

Talent action Temptation action
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ROUND ORDER (1 year)
1. At the beginning of each year put a Chaos Card threat 

in play.

2. If there are no Punks on the board, 2 Punks come 
out. If there is 1 Punk on the board, put out 1 more.   
Otherwise, no Punks come out.

3. Each player takes their turn, starting with the Mayor. 

CLEANUP (after all players’ turns)
4. If the Citizens did not fulfill the conditions of the  

Chaos Card, resolve consequences. 
5. Infect the Citizen Wage Bag: Put 1 Corruption token in the bag for every Punk on the board.

Start with the Mayor and go clockwise.

1. Take Citizen Wage — 1 token from Citizen Wage bag.

2. Trade 1 resource in Trade Center—optional.

3. Move to a City space—optional

4. Face Punk attack(s) (if Punks are present).

5. Choose an Objective Card that matches the City space color from-
• an Objective pile 
• or the Future Track 
• or the Fail pile (if allowed)

6. Pay the cost of the Objective & Attempt to meet the specified conditions. If you decide not to  
attempt the Objective, place the card on the Future Track.

7. Achieve: Meet conditions (Take a Hope Card if you achieved an obj. that matches your color).

8. Resolve success or failure results as stated on Objective Card. 

9. Place card in appropriate Success or Fail pile.

Turn order

round order and cleanuP

2 Punks come out:

Note:  A minimum of 2 Punks must occupy 
the city at the beginning of each year.
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how To win      how To loSe
Survive:
(game ends at the end of the 7th year)

Place at least 3 City Sites and hold them until the 
end of year 7. More Citizens must be Good than 
Bad.

Thrive: 
(game ends once conditions are met)

Place 5 City Sites. Neither the Mobster or Drug 
Dealer are in play.

Die: 
(game ends at end of the 7th year)

There are more Urban Blights than City Sites at 
the end of year 7. 

Ruin: 
(game ends once the conditions are met)

Place 5 Urban Blights or All Citizens Break Bad 
or All Objective Cards of 1 category are in the Fail 
pile.

ciTizen cardS
There are 6 Citizen Cards, each with two sides. Each Objective category corresponds with a Citizen 
and his or her delinquent counterpart. Each Citizen has a unique Talent action to help the team and 
a powerful Temptation action that helps now but could actually harm the team later. A player may 
take 1 Talent and 1 Temptation action each turn, 1 of either, or none.

flaw
Each Citizen has a “character flaw” when they 
are bad. These hinder or harm the Citizens and if  
ignored for too long, the Flaw could cause the  
Citizens to lose the game. The Flaw is triggered when a 
character breaks bad (except the Drug Dealer pg.10) and 
every turn thereafter until they become good again. 

Players may take a Temptation action anytime after  
taking their Citizen Wage, before or after any other step 
in the turn order. Roll the Corruption die to see if and 
how many corruption tokens your citizen gains as a  
result. Or you may get away with it if you roll       - take 
no corruption!  But once the Corruption spaces on your 
Citizen Card are filled, the citizen breaks bad. Flip the  
Citizen Card over, and put all the Corruption into the   
Citizen Wage Bag (pg.14).

TemPTaTion
 

Each Citizen has a unique talent to 
help the team in one aspect of the 
game. A Talent may be used on a 
player’s turn any time after they take 
their Citizen Wage, before or after 
any other step in the turn order.  Pay  
1 token into the box to use the  
talent.  A  player may also invest  
their Talent to build the Phoenix  
Monument (pg.16).

Recruit:  A Citizen (as long as they 
are good) may use the Talent of  
another non-active Citizen in lieu of 
their own.  Normal Talent rules apply.  
A non-active Citizen is not controlled 
by a player but still has 2 Talent  
tokens to start the game.  They do 
not take corruption or break bad.  

TalenT
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examPle ciTizen card

Objective Cards

Objective Cards

Give Corruption Away

CorruptionTalents

Talent 
Action

Su
cc

es
s P

ile

Objective 
Focus

Cannot Use Talents

Temptation 
Action

Flaw

Fail Pile
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Citizen:
Talent: 

Pay One Talent
Temptation: 
Roll Corruption Die

Mayor LEAD — Attempt 1 Fail Card BRIBE — Open the Future Track 
Entrepreneur INVEST— Give 1 of your resources to any 

Citizen. Take 1 resource from the Trade  
Center or 1 token from the bag.

SCAM — Offer 2 resources from the Trade 
Center to other Citizens.

Coach RECRUIT— Take 1 purple die. Roll to help any 
Citizen rolling dice.  (1x use).

GANG UP — Any players with Corruption can 
help you attempt an Objective. (Must share City 
Space.)

Engineer INNOVATE— Attempt 1 Resistance Roll for 
any Punk. (Punk removed on 5 or 6).

HACK — Ignore cost of 1 Objective that costs 
2 Resources or less.

Ranger EXPLORE — Immune to Punk attacks this 
turn.

TRESPASS — May Remove 1 random Chaos 
Card from the pile.

Doctor HEAL—Remove 1 Corruption from a Citizen or 
the Citizen Wage Bag and return it to pool of 
Corruption. The Doctor may not heal herself.

SELL SCRIPTS—Roll a die. Remove that  
number of Corruption from other Citizens. Re-
move 0 Corruption if you roll a 6. Put Corruption 
back in Citizen Wage Bag.

When Citizens Break Bad, they may not take a Talent or Temptation action.

All Citizens start out good. They “Break Bad” when they have too much Corruption on their card. 
The Citizen remains bad until someone achieves an Objective of their color or moves a failed Objec-
tive from their Character card to its Success pile. Example: The Mobster becomes the Mayor again 
when a Citizen achieves a Politics Objective.  Technology cards reward success with moving cards 
from Fail piles to Success piles.  This also effects characters to flip good if the card matches the bad 
character’s color.  Note: The Drug Dealer remains bad until the Citizens construct a City Site. 

Breaking Bad triggers a Character’s Flaw (except the Drug Dealer pg.10) and remains in effect 
every turn thereafter until the Character becomes good again.  

Inactive Citizens (those that can be recruited for their Talent) cannot take Corruption or Break Bad. 

breaking bad

Citizen: Flaw:
Mobster May not put cards in the Future Track.
Tycoon Do not take Citizen Wage.
Bully Roll 1 purple die on all Punk Attacks. Only Punk hits count for this die.
CYBERPUNK One Punk emerges when the Engineer breaks bad and at the beginning of her turn.
SQUATTER May not move to another city space.
Drug Dealer Give 1 Corruption token to the Citizen with the most corruption or give 2 to any other Citizens.
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When Citizens Break Bad, they may not take a Talent or Temptation action.

obJecTive cardS

There are 5 different Objective categories:

PoliTicS       economicS       SocieTy       Technology       environmenT

Each deck has 10 cards, which range from easy to hard 
based on—

1. Cost to attempt the Objective: (1-5 resources)
2. Conditions that must be met to achieve the Objective.
Each card offers rewards for success or consequences for 
failure.

Each Objective category has  
a specific focus:
• Politics—the Future Track
• Economics—Business Expansion
• Society—Variety
• Technology—Success and Fail piles
• Environment—Resources
Voting: Some Politics Objectives require the Citizens to take a vote on what 
should happen (e.g., approve or ban a bill that has consequences for game-
play). Discuss the options, count to three and give thumbs up or thumbs down. 
The Mayor or Mobster breaks ties.
Mayor’s Talent let’s her attempt objectives in the Fail Pile.  She must attempt 
them.  She cannot put them in the Future Track. 
Note: If an Objective pile is exhausted, reshuffle cards of that category from 
completed Success or Failure sets. If there are no cards available to reshuffle, 
Citizens cannot move to that space until a set is completed and that category is 
refreshed with at least one card. If every card from 1 Objective category is in the 
Fail pile before Fail sets can be reshuffled, the Citizens lose the game.

maJor obJecTiveS

Major Objectives (M.O.s): These cost the most (5 Resrouces) but offer the 
best reward. Separate the M.O.s from the other decks and shuffle so they are 
drawn randomly. The top card is face up. These may be placed in the Future 
Track to reveal the next card, one that might be more strategic. This is part of a 
normal turn sequence.

Cost

Conditions
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TokenS
Resources: These are used to attempt and achieve Objectives. In each 10-card deck—

• 2 cards cost 1 Resource—1 of that Objective’s kind
• 2 cards cost 2 resources—1 of that Objective’s kind and 1 of any kind
• 4 cards cost 2 resources—1 of that Objective’s kind & one of another Objective’s kind
• 2 cards cost 5 resources—Major Objectives, 1 of each Objective kind.

Hope: These are wild and can be used as any Resource. May be traded in Trade Center.

Talent: Citizens spend these to use their unique Talent (1x use).

Corruption: Corruption tokens are not Resources, but they do occupy the Citizen Wage Bag. 
They are not used to achieve specific card objectives. (E.g., if a card asks a Citizen to name a 
color Resource Token to pull from the Bag, “black” is not an option.)

ciTizen wage bag Trade cenTer
Resources and Corruption are placed in the  
Citizen Wage Bag. Talent tokens, on the 
other hand, are placed on Citizen Cards and 
discarded when used. They never go in the 
bag. 
Citizens start their turn by taking 1 token 
from the bag—their Citizen Wage. It could be 
Corruption, in which case they would not get 
a resource that turn. 
When attempting Objectives, trading for dice, 
or paying for rerolls, return the resources to 
the bag immediately. 

The Trade Center is a public market for a  
variety of resources traded in Hope City. 
When Citizens take their Citizen Wage at the  
beginning of their turn, they may trade any 1 of 
their resources for a different resource in the  
TradeCenter.(Hope tokens may be traded too  
and belong in the center space of the Trade 
Center.)
Example: If the Mayor pulls     but plans to 
attempt a Politics Objective this turn, she may 
exchange it for  

chaoS cardS and hoPe cardS
Chaos Cards
Chaos Cards come in to play at the beginning of 
each year (right before the Mayor’s turn). They are 
resolved after the last player’s turn and before the 
Punks infect the Citizen Wage Bag. Chaos Cards 
are a threat for 1 year & must be resolved immedi-
ately at the end of a round.
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Hope Cards

Hope Cards are powerful game changers for the Citizens. Some cards are a defense against punks 
and Chaos while others improve the game conditions, making objectives easier.

Conditions
• Take a Hope Card when you succeed an  

Objective of your color.
• Note: The Doctor takes a Hope Card when she 

succeeds an Objective in a City Space where 
she faced a Punk Attack.

• When a Citizen takes a Hope Card, their turn 
ends. If the Hope Card says, “Play on your turn,” 
the Citizen must wait until their next turn to play it.

• Do not show the card to or discuss it with the 
other Citizens.

• Hope Cards may be played at any time, except 
as specified by the card.

• Once a player has played their Hope Card it is removed from the game, so use them wisely.
• Limit—Each player may gain only 1 Hope Card per turn but may play multiple cards on any given 

turn.

Setup: Shuffle the Hope Cards and pick 5 to put on the board. Put the rest in the box. 

docTor/drug dealer The Doctor is a very important character. She can heal 
others by taking away their corruption.

1. TALENT: Removed Corruption goes back into the Pool 
of Corruption. Doctor may not heal herself.    

2. TEMPTATION: Removed Corruption goes back into 
the Citizen Wage Bag.

3. HOPE CARD: Doctor only takes a hope card if she 
achieves an objective in a space where she faced a 
punk attack

4. FIRST YEAR: Doctor can start on any city space. 

FLAW: The Drug Dealer deals corruption at the beginning 
of her turn, which she draws from the Pool of Corruption.

Victory Conditions: If the Citizens place all 5 City Sites 
but the Drug Dealer is in play, the Citizens only Survive; 
they do not Thrive.
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fuTure Track
The Future Track allows the Citizens time for strategic planning. Some Objectives are not possible to 
attempt or achieve because the Citizens do not have enough resources to pay the Objective’s cost  
and/or they cannot meet the specified conditions. These cards may be placed in the Future Track.

Place one Chaos Card on the letter “T” at the beginning of the game. No Objective Cards may be 
placed on the Hope/Chaos Card or on any spaces after it.
Open and Close the Future:
When the Citizens achieve certain Objectives, they may open the Future Track by 1. This means 
the Chaos Card moves one space closer to the letter E. It is possible to have the future completely 
open. In this case, put the Chaos Card to the side. To close the future, move the Chaos Card back 
one space toward the letter F. 
When the Future Track is full: 
If the Citizens cannot attempt an Objective and there are no available spaces on the Future Track, 
the player rolls a die to determine which Objective Card goes into the Fail pile. Each space has a 
die number above it. If the player rolls a number not occupied by a card, the Objective just chosen 
goes into the Fail pile. The consequences described on the Fail section of the card apply.
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SucceSS & fail PileS

Every time an objective is completed it is placed in  
either the Success or Fail pile that matches that  
Objective’s category (located on the player cards)

Success:
If the Citizens can 1. pay the Objective’s cost and 2. 
meet the required conditions specified on the card, they 
will receive the rewards listed under “Success”. Place 
the card in that category’s Success pile.

Fail:
If the Citizens pay the Objective’s cost but somehow 
fail to meet the required conditions, they will suffer the  
consequences listed under Failure. Place the card in 
the category’s Fail pile. Some Objective Cards allow 
other Objective Cards to be moved from Fail piles to 
Success piles and vice versa.

Note: Every time an Objective Card moves into a  
Success pile, a “bad” Citizen of that color flips and be-
comes good once again. Other consequences may 
or may not resolve, depending on the Objective Card 
text. There are rewards and consequences for having  
Objective Cards in Success or Fail piles and sometimes 
objectives require cards to be in a particular Success 
pile or to have no cards in that Fail pile.

When you complete one set of Objectives, the Citizens 
construct one City Site and the Objective Card set is 
put to the side (reshuffle the completed set of cards if a 
deck is exhausted.) Conversely, when you fail one set 
of Objectives, place 1 Urban Blight.

Note: Complete sets with the bottom card of each pile.

No rewards or Consequences occur when cards move from  
one pile to another (unless the card specifies otherwise).
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Punks are the real presence of Chaos. Punks emerge on City Spaces and can make winning very  
difficult. No more than 2 Punks may occupy a City Space at any given time. When punks emerge,  

Citizens choose which City Space they will 
occupy. Each space must have 1 Punk  
before they can double up.
There are 3 ways Punks create chaos:
1. Punk Attack: When a Citizen moves 
into a City Space occupied by a Punk or 
Punks, the player must roll 1 die per Punk. 
The Punk succeeds if the player rolls a 1 
or 2. For each hit, the Citizen receives 1  
Corruption. (See box at left for more on 
Punk Attack outcomes.)
2. Infect: At the end of each year (i.e., 
each round) place 1 Corruption in the  
Citizen Wage Bag for every Punk in the City. 
3. Objective Condition: Some Objective 
conditions require the Citizens to remove a 
Punk, otherwise they fail the card.

buSineSS exPanSion 
Business Expansion allows a player to recruit the help of other players in order to attempt & achieve 
objectives.

On Level 0, players may not cooperate unless a Hope Card, the Coach’s Temptation action, or an 
Objective Card specifies otherwise.
On Level 1, a player may cooperate with one other player on the same City Space.
On Level 2, a player may cooperate with two other players on the same City Space.

The Citizens will find it almost impossible to win the game without taking advantage of Business  
Expansion. Hope Cards are powerful “game changers” but hope is most powerful when experienced 
in community.
Note: Players do not have to help each other if they do not want to. This may be strategic, but more 
often it is not. Also, recruited players may not receive any resources from the player taking their 
turn. In other words, the recruited player will not benefit personally from combining resources unless 
the Objective Card text says otherwise. Certain Objectives allow the Citizens to upgrade Business  
Expansion, but if they fail those objectives, they may have to downgrade it instead.
Note: Some cards and Temptation actions allow Citizens to cooperate even when they don’t share 
the same City Space.

PunkS

reSiSTance roll
A Resistance Roll is the Citizen’s attempt to remove 
a punk from a city space with the roll of a die. When 
a punk is removed it returns to the mob, but it can 
emerge later. Citizens can resist the Punks in two 
ways:
1. Some Objective Cards and the Engineer’s  

Talent allow the Citizens to make Resistance Rolls 
even when they don’t share the same city space.  
Success on 5 or 6.

2. If a Citizen facing a Punk 
Attack rolls a 5 or 6, they 
can pay 1 resource of any 
type to remove 1 Punk. 
Nothing happens on a roll 
of 3 or 4.

Place 1 Punk 
on the board.

Remove 1 Punk 
from the board.
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corruPTion

Corruption affects Citizens and can cause them to “break bad” (See Citizen Cards). Punks infect the 
Citizen Wage Bag and give corruption. Citizens can also corrupt others. Corruption can be contagious. 

Pool of Corruption. Citizens take Corruption from the Pool when they compromise their Citizen 
by taking a Temptation Action or when they suffer a Punk Attack. Likewise, at the end of each year/
round, the Punks infect the Citizen Wage Bag.
Note: The only times Corruption can go back into the Pool of Corruption, instead of into the Citizen 
Wage Bag, are when the Doctor uses her talent to heal a player and when the Phoenix Monument 
Card is in play.
Citizen Wage Bag. At the start of the game, there are 2 Corruption in the Citizen Wage Bag to 
start the game. This is because there are 2 Punks that start out in the City.  (For 5–6 player games, 
there are 3 Punks and 3 Corruption in the respective locations.) Players take their Citizen Wage at 
the beginning of their turn and they might pull a Corruption. This gets placed on their Citizen’s card 
and takes the place of the Resource they otherwise would have gained this turn. 
Punks Infect. At the end of each year/round, place 1 Corruption token in the Citizen Wage Bag 
for each Punk left in the City.
Break Bad. When a player fills the Corruption spaces on their Citizen Card, they “break bad” and 
they flip their character card over. All Corruption goes back into the Citizen Wage bag.
Corrupt Others. If a player has broken bad, takes a Citizen Wage, and pulls Corruption, they must 
choose another Citizen to give it to.

Note:  If all the corruption is in play, Characters can still break bad if they already have 2 
Corruption on their card (if Mayor has 1).  

4 Ways Citizens Receive Corruption  (Corruption tokens are placed on players’ Citizen Cards):

1. When taking Citizen Wage, they pull a Corruption token.
2. On a successful Punk Attack when moving to a City Space occupied by 1 or more Punks. 

Roll 1 die for each punk. The Punk’s attack is successful if the player rolls a 1 or 2. Take 1 
Corruption token for each hit.

3. When compromising their Citizen by taking a Temptation Action (number of tokens is  
subject to a die roll, and a Citizen could possibly get off without any corruption, depending 
on how the die falls.)

4. When another player gives them Corruption.

Remove 1 Punk 
from the board.
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ciTy SiTeS

When placing a City Site tile, remove 
1 Punk from any eligible city space. 
Construct City Sites when you:
1. Complete a set of Objective Cards.
2. Complete certain Objectives, such 

as a Major Objective, that have 
“construct one City Site” as the  
reward for success. 

Fill all city spaces before converting  
Urban Blights to City Sites. Players 
may place only 1 City Site per turn.

When placing an Urban Blight tile, 
place 1 Punk on any eligible city space.
Place Urban Blights when you:
1. Fail a set of Objective Cards.
2. Fail certain Objectives, such as a 

Major Objective, that have “place 
one Urban Blight” as the conse-
quence for failure. 

Fill all City spaces before converting 
City Sites to Urban Blights. Players 
may place only 1 Urban Blight per
turn. (No stacking)

urban blighTS

Note: If you complete a set of Objectives at the same time that you achieve 
an objective that rewards success with Construct 1 City Site or Place 1 Urban 
Blight, only 1 Site or 1 Blight is placed. Be strategic about choosing when to 
achieve particular Objectives to capitalize on constructing multiple City Sites.

iconograPhy

Upgrade 
Business Expansion

Open Future Track by 1 Close Future Track by 1

Downgrade 
Business Expansion

Move Ojbective from Success 
Pile to Fail Pile

Move Ojbective from Fail 
Pile to Success Pile

Citizen loses resource(s) to the 
Citizen Wage Bag. If a Citizen 
does not have resources to 
lose, nothing else happens.

Citizen takes token(s)- could be 
corruption if drawn from Citizen 
Wage Bag
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Phoenix monumenT card

Monument Effect
Rise from the Ashes: Place the Phoenix Monument any year you want. The effects are cumula-
tive (i.e. if you place the Phoenix Monument in year 5, the Citizens receive all the bonuses listed 
prior for years 3-7 and 4-7.)  However, once the players elect to place the monument, the effects 
detailed for subsequent years are made void.

Year 3-7: Not Alone Anymore.
• Upgrade Business Expansion to Level 1.

Year 4-7: Time to Fight Back.
• Upgrade Business Expansion to Level 1.
• Perform Resistance Rolls for all Punks
• Add 1 Hope token to the game & place it on your Citizen card

Years 5-7: End the Corruption
• Upgrade Business Expansion to Level 1.
• Perform Resistance Rolls for all Punks
• Add 1 Hope token to the game & place it on your Citizen card
• Remove 3 Corruption from the Citizen Wage Bag

Year 7: The Audacity of Hope
• Upgrade Business Expansion to Level 1.
• Perform Resistance Rolls for all Punks
• Add 1 Hope token to the game & place it on your Citizen card
• Remove 3 Corruption from the Citizen Wage Bag
• Flip one Character Card.

The monument is placed to renew the Citizens’ 
hope. The more dire the circumstances, the 
greater the effect. 

Cost: 5 Talents. Citizens may invest 1 Talent on 
this card instead of taking a normal Talent Action, 
and they may make these investments over the 
course of the game (i.e., all 5 talents need not be 
invested immediately at the time of purchase). 
The Citizen who invests the last Talent places 
the Phoenix Monument on the Environment City 
Space anytime in the year desired.
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SurvivE: (game ends after 7th year)
Construct at least 3 City Sites, hold them until the end of year 7, 
and more Citizens must be good than bad.

Thrive: (game ends once conditions are met) 
Construct 5 City Sites & Mobster or Drug Dealer are not in play.

    Citizens collect resources to attempt 
    objectives.  Turn in a set of objectives
    to construct 1 City Site.   

1. Take Citizen Wage
2. Trade one resource (optional)
3. Move to city space (optional)
4. Face Punk attack (if present)
5. Choose an Objective
6. Attempt Objective or place on Future Track
7. Resolve Success or Failure
8. Place card in corresponding pile

  
1. Put a Chaos Card threat in play
2. 2 Punks come out   
3. Each player takes their turn
4. Resolve the Chaos Card
5. Infect the Citizen Wage Bag
6. Move Year Marker up


